SECRET/NOFORN

SERIAL: (U) IRR

COUNTRY: (U) CHINA (CH), NORTH KOREA (KN), VIETNAM (VN), ISRAEL (IS), AFGHANISTAN (AF), HUNGARY (HU), AUSTRIA (AU), PAKISTAN (PK)

SUBJ: IRR

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET/NOFORN.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

D/O: (U) 8R0130

REQ: (U) 892130 Std. USC 424

SOURCE: (U) 892130 Std. USC 424

SUMMARY: (SANP) FOLLOWING ARE ARMS ORDERS THAT IRAN HAS PLACED WITH VARIOUS COUNTRIES. ORDERS ARE LISTED BY COUNTRY, ITEM, AND WHEN RECEIVED (IF KNOWN).

TEXT: ENTIRE TEXT SECRET/NOFORN.

CHINA: 18 YAN-30 FIGHTER PLANE DELIVERED JAN 87.
- 300 PIECES OF 130MM ARTY DELIVERED APR AND MAY 87
- 50 SILK WORM MISSILES AND 12 LAUNCHERS RECEIVED (NFI)
- 70 F-7 FIGHTER PLANES DELIVERED DEC 87.
- 100 C-801 ANTI-SHIP MISSILES (NFI)

NORTH KOREA: UNK AMOUNT OF 122MM AND 130MM ARTY IN FEB 88
- VARIOUS SPARE PARTS FOR TANKS DELIVERED AUG 87.
- 100 T-72 TANKS (NFI)
- 30 SA-2 LAUNCHERS AND MISSILES (NFI)

VIETNAM: 10-15 F-5 PLANES DELIVERED IN FEB 87.
- UNKNOWN AMOUNT OF 155MM AMMO AND M-113 APC'S

AFGHANISTAN: 37 STINGER MISSILES OBTAINED THRU PAKISTAN
- FOR 2 MILLION RUBLES IN APRIL 87.

HUNGARY: 300 BMP-1 S DELIVERED IN JULY 87.
- 50 MODERNIZED T-54 TANKS DELIVERED SEPT 87.
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AUSTRIA: 140 PIECES OF GH N-45 155MM ARTY, PAID 300 MIL.
USD FOR 200 PIECES, ONLY 140 HAVE BEEN RECEIVED.

ISRAEL: VARIOUS SPARE PARTS FOR RADARS AND PLANES VIA
SYRIA.

PAKISTAN: C-130 SPARE PARTS.

COMMENTS: (NONE)

WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET - NOT RELEASABLE
TO FOREIGN NATIONALS.
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